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A geometrically convergent algorithm is presented to determine min 11 f(*)I/ a, 
where f interpolates the given p points {(x,, y,)}; with increasing x,‘s, fe Cl, f is 
absolutely continuous, f”’ E L, [x1, xP], and f satisfies the additional constraint of 
being convex. Starting with an easily available lower bound g, it determines an 
upper bound R and then successively reduces the difference 1 R- &I to the desired 
level of accuracy. For the given K, K, and an error tolerance level E > 0, n iterations, 
where n is the smallest integer > (In[s/( I R- &])]/ln(O.S)), will determine a k with 
1 k-k* I < E, where k* is the optimal value of II f (‘) II cc. For clarification, a numeri- 
cal example and results of an initial computer implementation for p = 5, 15, 50, 75, 
100, are given. These results suggest the algorithm to be fast and capable of solving 
problems with large values of p. Moreover, the general approach underlying the 
algorithm would seem to be applicable to other related problems. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Ft’[a, b], - cc <a < b < co be a subset of the real Sobolev space 
W~‘[a, b] = {f:fe Cap ‘[a, b];f’“-” abs. cont.;f’“‘EL,[a, b]}, 
defined by 
F$)[u, b] = {f:fe W~‘[u, b];fconvex;f(x,)=yi, i= 1, . . ..pj. 
where {y,}f~R~, {x~}~E RP with pB2, x~-cx~+~, x1 =a, x*=6, and all 
xi E [a, b] are given problem data. Then we define the nth degree minimiza- 
tion problem as 
min{ Ilf’“‘ll, :f~Ft’[a, b]}. (1) 
Such problems have applications in optimization issues in many areas, 
including operations research [17, 183, statistics [23], control theory 
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[ 151, and numerical analysis [ 11, 121. However, in their full generality. 
many advanced tools seem to be required for analysis of the existence and 
characterization of solutions of problems similar to (1) [4, 6, 7, l&12]. 
Perhaps due to this, many special cases have been studied, Glaeser [S], 
Louboutin [14], Schoenberg [IS], Smith [16], Illiev and Pollul [9], and 
others. Our purpose here is to give a geometrically convergent algorithm 
for the quadratic ca$e n = 2, under the convexity constraint with increasing 
xi)s. The quadratic case is important because of the direct relationship of 
convexity (concavity) of a function f withf”‘, and because bounds on f’” 
provide error bounds in often used approximations of nonlinear functions. 
For example, if p is the piecewise linear function resulting from joining 
the adjacent points {(xi, yi)}f, then a solution f* of (1) for n = 2 
gives a bound [17] on the function error: max,G,sh 1 ,f*(x)-f(x)1 d 
II f*(2) II cc 62/8> where fi=rnax,.,.,-, (xi+ i - xi). Since we obviously 
have II f*(2) 11 r: d I( f(‘) 11 nc, VIE Fk[a, b], a solutionf* is used in the error 
analysis of convex separable programs [17, 183. Note that in the context 
of bounds, L, is the more useful norm. Convexity constraints are also 
required in many applications. 
There is substantial work in this general area, see, e.g., [ 191; however, 
the most closely related work on the quadratic case of (I) is in [9, 191. In 
[ 191, for n = 2, (1) has been transformed to a convex nonlinear program- 
ming formulation (with (p - 1) variables, 2(p - 2) nonlinear constraints, 
and (p - 2) upper and lower bounds) which can then be solved by general 
nonlinear programming algorithms. However, that approach does not 
explore or exploit the basic properties of the components of the solutions 
of the problem, as done here, and would result in a large nonlinear 
program for a high value of p. The algorithm developed here is direct, does 
not require a nonlinear programming system, and should be able to solve 
larger problems. In [9] an algorithm to solve (1) for n = 2 is stated briefly 
without any computational details. However, it involves 21 different 
graphs, several graphs having additional subcases in turn. Therefore many 
different situations have to be considered and the algorithm does not seem 
to be easily implementable. The algorithm in [S] deals with L, norm and 
additional smoothing constraints, changing the problem fundamentally. 
After the preliminaries and the notation in Section 2, our approach 
begins with the study of the basic properties of the functions which make 
up the solutions of the problem in Section 3. In the same section, proposi- 
tions directly leading to the algorithm are given; they form the basis of the 
algorithm. Section 4 describes the algorithm and discusses its convergence, 
followed by the report of our preliminary computational experience along 
with a detailed numerical example in Section 5. Concluding remarks are 
given in Section 6. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. A Related Problem 
As given in [19], for degree n and p given points {xi} r, { yi} y E RP, with 
a=xi< . . . <x,=b, let us define 
p=(“)[a, b] = f(x) :S(x) E Wg’[a, b];f(x) nondecreas.; 
s 
.r,+ 1 
f(x)dx=(y,+,-y,)fori=l,..., p-l x, 
Now observe that f*(x), a solution of (1) for n = 2, where 
a = x, < . . . < xp = b, can be obtained by a solution of one degree lower 
and a more tractable problem: 
min {I/ f’” /I oD :fe p”‘)[a, b]}, (2) 
by f*(x) = j:,f*(x) dx + y, 3 where p*(x) is a solution of (2). Clearly the 
knots off* and f* are the same in number and at identical locations on 
the abscissae. In the following analysis, we work with problem (2) instead 
of (1) with n=2. 
Problem (2) has been used recently [IS, 191 to solve (1) for n = 2 via 
mathematical programming techniques. 
2.2. Notation and Definitions 
For convenience, all the notation is given here first. 
(a) For any positive integer i, k >, 0, xi < xi+, , and the given problem 
data, let di=(yi+l-yi)/(xi+,-x,), ki=k(xi+,-xi)/2, and H,=d,, 
Li=d,-k(x;+, -~~)/2=d~-k~,Ax;=(x,+~-x~), Ai=diAxi=(y;+l-yi). 
Note that for k > 0, Hi > Lj, and H, is independent of k. To emphasize the 
value of k, specially if it is changing, we will write Li(k) for L,. 
(b) For given real constants a, b, c, let h[a, 6, c] define a real affine 
funtion on R, passing through the point (a, b) and having slope c 
everywhere. Thus, h[a, b, c](a) = 6, h”‘[a, b, c](x) = c for all x E R. 
(c) For a positive integer i, xi < xi+ I and real S, k B 0; y,?, y; ; x,?, 
x; both in [xl, xi+ ,I, we define a pair of continuous piecewise affine 
functions on a single interval [xi, xi+ ,I, 
s+ Cs, kl = 
{ 
hCxi, ~3 k](x), xi<x<xi+, 
hCXT> Y’, 01(x), x+ dxdxi+,; 
g%, kl= 
h[Xi, A 01(x), xi < x < xp, 
(3) 
hb:, Y:, kl(xf, xp<x<xi+,; 
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where A[,~;, s, k](x+ ) =y,‘, and h[xi, s, O](xp) = J~P, ruling out any jumps 
in g+ [s, k], gp(I.7, k] at x,+, x,, ” respectively. For referring to both g+ [s. k] 
and gp[s, k], we will omit the sign and use g,[s. k], or simply g,. The 
values x,?, y,?, x9, ,vp are determined by certain conditions to be satisfied 
by gi)s, often the condition that the mean value be equal to a given con- 
stant computed from the data. Note that g,+ [s, k] (gy[s, k]) is a non- 
decreasing continuous function in [x,, x,, ,] which passes through (x,, s), 
has constant slope k(0) from xi to x,+(x:), and 0 (k) after that, and which 
has at most one knot (the break point in slope). 
When x,? =x~+,. x:=x,, we have g,+ [s, k] =gp[s, k] =h[x,, s, k] for 
all x E [xi, xi+ ,I, and we will denote this function by gL+ + [s, k]. Similarly, 
when g,+ [s, k] =gp[s, k] = h[xi, s, 0] it will be written g”[s, k]. 
(d) For the given real values s, s’ <s, k BO, positive integers i, 
j(j>i+l), p:=j-i+l, and a p-point problem data {x~)!, {yr}/, 
consider, related to problem (2), the following sets of functions defined 
in [xi, x,]: 
E,(k) = 
1 
f~ Wz’[xi, xi] : 11 f”’ I/ x. < k;f(x) nondecreas. in [x,, xj]; 
-xl+ 1
- s f(x)dx=y,+,-y,,r=i,...,j-1 , * I I 
E&, k) = {fe E,(k) :f(xi) = s), 
and 
Eu(s’,s, k)= {f~E,(t,k): TV [,s’,s]}. 
For a function in any of the above sets it is often convenient to callf(x,) 
the starting value; j-(x,) the ending value; and say that f has mean values 
dip ...F dj- 1, f covers d,, . . . . d,- , , or di, . . . . djP I are coverable by f (we may, 
to emphasize the value of k being used, add with value k or with k) in 
[xi, Xi+ 11, ..,, [x,- 1, Xj], or, briefly, f covers [xi, x,]. Thus, feE,(k) if it 
covers [xi, xj] with value k; f E E,(s, k) if, in addition, it starts at s, and 
feEU(s’, s, k) if it starts somewhere in [s’, s]. 
For these sets of functions, when they are nonempty, and for id r <j, we 
would need the supremum and infimum values, defined, for example, for the 
set E,(k) by h;(k) (I;(k))=sup (inf) (f(x,) :feE,(k)}. Similar defini- 
tions apply for the other sets. These values will be called extremal values. 
3. ANALYSIS 
Using the above notation, first we derive the basic properties of g, 
functions. 
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PROPOSITION 1. For a given i, k > 0, and a 2-point problem data (x1, yl), 
(x*, Y2h Xl <x2 in a single interval [x,, x2], the following assertions hold 
(A) For any starting value s at x1, L, <s < H,, there exist functions 
gy[s, k], g:[s, k] with mean value d, in (x,, x2) (i.e., gy[s, k], g:[s, k] 
both are in E,,(s, k)), with the properties 
i.e., the ending values at x2 of these functions, among all the functions with 
mean d, in (x1, x2), are the highest and the lowest extremal values (respec- 
tively) attainable at x2. 
(B) For any s’<s, L,ds’<s<H,, and gT[s,k], gy[s,k]E 
E12(s’, s, k) we have 
g:Cs, klCd<g:Cs’, kl(xA 
g:Cs, klbd -dCs’, klb,); 
i.e., g: [t, k](x,), gy[t, k](x*) are decreasing functions oft. 
(C) For s’ < s, L, <s’ < s < H,, g:[s, k] E E,,(s, k), gy[s’, k] E 
EJs’, k) and any ie [l : = g: [s, k](x*), h : =gy[s’, k](x2)], there exists an 
SE [s’, s] and a nondecreasing function g such that g E E,,(s, k), g(x2) = t 
and g(xl) = S; i.e., for any ending value in [I, h] at x2, there is a starting 
value S at x1 such that a function g with mean d, in (x1, x2) has three values 
as its starting and ending values. 
Proof (A) It is easy to see that if s = H,, then we have 
gy[L,, k]=g:[L,, k]=gp[L,, k] in [x1,x2], and if s=L, then 
gy[H,, k] =g:[H,, k] =g:+[H,, k] in [xi, x,]; in these cases, the 
break points XT, x7 are at xl or x2. With more details, we can show that 
as s = L, increases to some intermediate value in [L, , H, 1, XT, xy values 
move to the interior of [xi, x,], giving a function with mean value d, in 
(xi, x2), as desired. To show that g: [s, k](x2) = inf{ f (x2) : f E E,,(s, k)), 
assume there is a g E E,,(s, k) such that g(x2) <g: [s, k](x2). We will show 
that this leads to a contradiction. Since sz: g(x) dx = d, = SC: g(x) dx, 
where g := g: [s, k] (for brevity), and g(x2) <g(x,), there must be a 
neighborhood where some 2 E (xi, x2) is such that g(2) >g(i). If 2 is in 
(Xl 3 XT], then the slope of the line through (x,, s) and (2, g(2)) is larger 
than k, thus II gC2) IIo. cannot be <k; i.e., g # E,,(s, k), a contradiction. 
Similarly, if x is in (XT, x2), consideration of the points (a, g(i)) and 
(x2, g(x,)) leads to the conclusion that g cannot be nondecreasing in 
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(2, x,), hence again g$ Elz(s, k). One can similarly prove the assertion 
about gy[s, k](x,). 
(B) One can actually show that g; [t, k](x2), gT[t, k](x,) as func- 
tions of t are continuous and decreasing, from which the conclusions follow. 
For brevity, we simply indicate why the given assertions are true. Consider 
g: [s, k]. Since s >s’, g: [s, k] starts off at a higher value than g: [s’, k] 
by definition. Now since both have mean value d, in (x,, x,), there must 
be, (as in (A) above), an 2, where g: [Is, k](a) <g: [s’, k](a). But by the 
definitions of these functions, they change slope only once from k to 0; 
therefore, g: [s, k](x) must be less than g: [s’, k](x), for all x 3 i, hence 
in particular at x2. 
(C) There are two situations that can arise. 
(i) When in [I, h] is such that there is an SE [s’, s] which gives 
either g: [S, k](x,) = i or gy[S, k](x,) = 7 where both the functions have 
mean d, in (x1, x2). That is, i value is attainable at x2 by one of the gi 
functions, starting off appropriately at x1. 
(ii) When i is such that S in (i) above does not exist. In this case, 
g is more complicated and has two break points, switching from k to 0 to 
k, or from 0 to k to 0. Details are lengthy but easy. We will just note that 
one of the following functions with s as either s or s’ will always suffice: 
g: Cs, kl(x), x,6x<.%,, 
‘dx) = hCx, 9 .?I, 01(x), x, <x6X,, 
M-f,, Sl> kl(x), X,dx<x,, 
db’, klb), XI 6X6X,, 
g’(x) = M’f,, S,, k](x), x,<x<x,, 
hC-f,,~,,O](x), x,<xxx*, 
where x,, x,, s r, S, are such that g and g’ have mean d, in (x1, x2) and are 
continuous in (x1, x2) 1 
The following two useful corollaries follow from Proposition 1. 
COROLLARY 1. To reach the highest (lowest) extremal value at x2, start 
at the lowest (highest) extremal value at x, and use the gy[s’, k](g: [s, k]) 
function. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the highest and lowest extremal values at xi be 
h := h;;(k), I:= Iii(k), respectively, for an i-point problem, then 
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[1, h] n C&.(k), Hi] # 4 if and only if di is coverable with value k (or k is 
feasible for the (i + 1 )-point problem). 
The above basic properties of the g,? [s, k], gp[s, k] functions, clearly 
the underlying components of the solutions of the problem, can be used in 
several ways to analyze the problem. In [21], without the convexity con- 
straint, they are used to characterize the solutions with respect o the num- 
ber of knots and perfectness off(*). Here, we use them to obtain a solution 
of the problem. The next proposition computes the highest (lowest) 
extremal ending values. 
PROPOSITION 2. For kZ0, and 2-point data {(xi, y,)}:, let a starting 
value s at x,, L,(k) <s d HI, be given. Then the ending values at x2 of the 
functions g: [s, k], gy[s, k] both with mean d, in (x,, x2) are determined by d, if s=Hl, 
g:Cs, kl(xd = 
d, + k, if s = L,(k), 
u+ if x,di<x*, 
u- otherwise; 
d, if s=Hl, 
cc: Cs, klbd = d, + k, 
if s = L,(k), 
V+ if x,<T<x2, 
V- otherwise; 
where, 
u’=sf(2k(A,-SAX,))“*, 
i=x*-((2A~-2sAx,)/(u’-s)), 
v* = (s + k Ax,) k (k* Ax; + 2k(s Ax, -A,))“*, 
2 = (2x2 -x1) - ((2A, - 2s Ax,)/(v’ -s)). 
Proof: We will show that the ending value of gy[s, k] is given as stated; 
the other follows similarly. 
The special-start cases s = H, , s = L,(k) are obvious; for others, one 
finds, with a bit of algebra, that the slope k such that It, h[x,, s, O](x) dx + 
~~h[~,s,k](x)dx=A1isgivenbyk=(y-s)2/(2A,-2sAx,), whereyis 
the ending value we seek. When we solve this quadratic equation in y, we 
obtain y = s + (2k(A, -s Ax,))‘/*. When the two values of y are different, 
which one should we use? This can be answered by computing ZZ as given. 
With some more tedious algebra, we can show that the value of y which 
gives X! in [x,, x2] is the correct ending value, and when the two values do 
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not coincide one of these values gives .? E [x1, x1]. One can also show that 
when the two values are the same it gives a unique 2 in [x,, .Y>]. The 
g: [s, k] case is similar except changes in the formulas: j.z, h[.u,, s, k] 
(x) dx+ s;‘h[.Z, y, O](x) dx = A, gives k = (y -.s)~/(~Js dx, -2A,), and 
then we obtain y = u*, and 1, as given in the statement. 1 
Using the highest (lowest) starting value and the g,+ [s, k](gy[s, k]) 
function, by Proposition 1, we will obtain the lowest (highest) extremal 
value at x, + , The following proposition describes how this process can be 
repeated over several intervals, starting from the first interval. 
PROPOSITION 3. For a p-point problem and a value k 2 0 the extremal 
values are given by: 
(A) h;,(k)=H,+k(x,-x,)/2=d,+k,,l:,(k)=H,=d,. 
(B) For any i, i=3, . . . . p, zf 
Q,-, = Cl;;:,(k), h;;/,(k)1 n CL l(k), Hi- ,I ##, 
then k is feasible for i-point problem and the highest (lowest) extremal values 
at xi are given by 
hii =gP- 1 llh- 1% kl(xi), l;,(k) =gL ,Cfii- 1, kl(xi), 
where 
h,-, =min{h’,;?,(k), H,~,}, 4-1 =max{I:~Yr(k), L{-,(k)), 
and can be computed by Proposition 2. 
(C) If sZipl # 4 for i = 3, . . . . p, then all the intervals are coverable with 
value k and k is feasible for the p-point problem. Otherwise, k is infeasible 
(and h&(k), Z{,(k) are not defined for any j> i’, . . . . p, where i’ is the first 
(smallest) integer for which Qj. _ , = 4). 
Proof (A) In the first interval (xl, x,), it is clear by Proposition l(B), 
Corollary 1, that the highest extremal point at x2 is achieved by the 
starting value s = d, - k(x, -x,)/2 at x1 and using g: + [s, k] function with 
mean d,, which gives h:,(k) = H, + k, = d, + k,, as stated. Similarly, the 
starting value d, at x1 and gy[s, k] with mean d, in (xl, x2) gives 
I:,(k) = H,. 
(B) By Proposition 1, Corollary 2, if the starting value at xi-, is not 
in [Li- ,(k), Hi_ r] for some i, then sZj- ,(k) = 4; i.e., k is infeasible for the 
the i-point problem, and therefore also for the p-point problem. Thus the 
main task here is to verify the expressions for hfi(k) and &(k). We con- 
sider hii( 
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Considering the interval [xi- 1, xi] and gi”_: [Lip ,(k), k], the lowest 
attainable extremal point at xi- I among all the functions in Eipli; i.e., 
among the functions with mean d,_i in (xi-r, xi), is Lip,(k), by Proposi- 
tion 1. Now by definition, If;_‘,(k) is the lowest extremal value at xi- I for 
the (i - 1)-point problem, therefore, since the lowest extremal value of 
a problem has to be greater than or equal to the lowest extremal value 
of any of its subproblems (E,,(k) = E,,, i- 1,v ri- ,,i,(k)), we must have 
117l(k)3max{l’,~~~(k), Lip,(k)} =qP1. T o see that 1:; ‘(k) actually equals 
h-1, we note that Proposition 1 (C) and Corollary 2 imply it. Computing 
hii is now easy: we know that the lowest extremal point at xi- I is 1;.. , , 
so by Proposition 1 (B), Corollary 1, we use gf-, [l;- 1, k] with mean die 1 
in (xi-- 1, xi) to attain the highest extremal value at xi as stated. The expres- 
sion for l:,(k) is obtained similarly. 1 
Using the above propositions, one could also develop a method to com- 
pute good upper and lower bounds on k*, the minimal value of 11 f(*) 11~ 
for the p-point problem. The algorithm then reduces the difference between 
them to any desired level of accuracy. However, computations to check 
feasibility/infeasibility of a given k for a p-point problem (Proposition 3) 
seem quite short, therefore we would use easily available bounds or use the 
algorithm to generate them. For example, one clearly has a lower bound 
K= z= max { 1 Z?* 1, . . . . I gp-, I}, where gj is f(‘) of the second degree 
polynomial through the three consecutive points (xi- 1, yip 1), (xi, y,), 
(xi+l,yi+lX given by C31, 
k,=2 (Y,-Yi--INx~+l -x*)-(Yi+l-Yi)(xi-xl~l) 
I 
(X~-X~~,)(Xi+I-Xi)-(Xf+l-X~)(Xi-Xi~,)’ 
(4) 
Similarly, under certain conditions, e.g., [ 171, the upper bound R= 2IJ 
4. THE ALGORITHM 
Since Proposition 3(C) shows how to check if a given value of k is 
feasible or not for a p-point problem, it is clear how the algorithm will 
proceed, once the upper and lower bounds on the optimal value of k have 
been estimated. 
4.1. Outline of the Algorithm 
(A) Computing the Upper Bound K. As discussed in the last section, 
k is an obvious lower bound. We check, using Propositin 3, if I? is feasible. 
If R is feasible we are done; Z? is the optimal value. If R is not feasible, 
increase the upper bound R to 2i (or some other multiple > 1) and check 
its feasibility again. We keep increasing R as many times as necessary till 
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feasibility is obtained; this K is our upper bound. (For efficiency, we also 
update the lower bound in the process). 
(B) Decreasing / R- KI Dtfference by Bisection. For the given level 
of accuracy E, we decrease the difference / R- Kj by bisection. We can take 
k = (K+ K)/2 and, using Proposition 3, check its feasibility or infeasibility. 
If this k is feasible, update the upper bound R to k; if infeasible, update the 
lower bound K to k. We repeat this process till desired accuracy is 
achieved. 
The step by step details of the algorithm are given below. 
4.2. Algorithm Description 
Let k* be the optimal value of /I f”’ /I cc for the p-point problem. 
(A) Compute an upper bound R on k*. 
(1) Let K=k=max {lZ?I,..., Ikppll}, where ki is given by (4), 
put R=K. 
(2) Check feasibility of R by Proposition 3. 
(3) If R is feasible, we are completely done, the lower bound K is 
sufficient for the entire problem; therefore it is the optimal value of k* we 
seek; stop. 
(4) If R is not feasible; update the lower bound: K= R (note, the 
first time this update does not change the value of K), increase R to 2K, 
and then take R to be the mid value R= (R+K)/2 (thus, the new R= 1.5 
old R); go to the next step. 
(5) Check feasibility of R by Proposition 3. 
(6) If R is feasible, we have computed the upper bound on k*, go 
to the next phase (B) of the algorithm with these values of R and K. 
(7) If K is not feasible, go to step (4). 
(B) Decrease initial I R- KI to obtain final I R--&l < E. 
(8) If I R--K1 GE, take k* =K, stop; otherwise, go to the next 
step. 
(9) Take k = (R+ K)/2 and check its feasibility for the p-point 
problem by Proposition 3. If k is feasible, go to the next step; otherwise, go 
to step (11). 
(10) k is feasible for the p-point problem. If I k - KI GE, take 
k* = k, stop; otherwise, update (decrease) the upper bound R= k, and go 
to step (9). 
(11) k is not feasible for the p-point problem. If I R-k I GE, take 
k* = K, stop; otherwise, update (increase) the lower bound g= k and go to 
step (9). 
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4.3. Convergence 
As discussed earlier (at the end of Section 3), computations to check 
feasibility seem quite simple and fast, and once we have obtained the 
bounds K, 1% the well-known bisection procedure of (B) above gives final 
1 R- KI < E in n iterations, where n is the smallest integer implying 
(.5)n<~/(R- K) for the initial values of K and R [l, 2, 31. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL WORK 
5.1. A Numerical Example 
To clarify the algorithm we take a 4-point problem {xi};’ E (0, 1, 2, 3}, 
{ y,}T= { 1,4, 13, 24). It can be shown (with some work) that k*, the 
minimal 11 f(‘) 11 Tu of the convex spline, is 6.111456, or (32/(3 + $)) to be 
exact, (if the convexity constraint is dropped, k* is only 6). By (4), we have 
I?2 = 6, I?, = 2. Now we follow the algorithm steps given in Section 4.2. 
(A) Computing the upper bound. 
(1) The lower bound K= max{k,, gj} = 6, take also R= 6. 
(2) Check feasibility of k= 6, using Proposition 3: h:,(6) = 
d, + k(x2 -x,)/2 = 3 + 6(1/2) = 6,1:,(6) = d, = 3; by definition L,(6) = d, - 
k(x, -x2)/2 = 9.- 6( l/2) = 6, H, = 9; thus Q,(6) = [I:,(6), h:,(6)] n 
C&(6), Hz1 = C3,61 n C&91 = (6) Z 4, and therefore k= 6 is feasible 
for (i = 3)-point problem. Now let us check if it is feasible in the next 
interval. We first compute the ending extremal values at x3 : i, = 
max{l:,(6), Ld6)) = max{3,6}=6, h,=min{hf,(6), H,}=min{6,9}=6, 
therefore the ending extremal values at x3 are given by h:,(6) = 
diCf2, 61(-4 = g%61(2), and &V4 = g:CR,, 6164 = g:C6,61W 
Computing these values by Proposition 2, we obtain, since s = 6 = L,(6), 
h:,(6) = l:,(6) = d, + k, = d2 + k(x, - x,)/2 = 9 + 6( l/2) = 12. By definition, 
L,(6) = d, - k(x, - x3)/2 = 11 - 6( l/2) = 8, H, = d, = 11. Now, since 
L?,(6) = [l:,(6), h:,(6)] n [L,(6), H,] = [12,12] n [S, 111 = 4, k = 6 is not 
feasible for the (i = 4)-point problem, and we go to step (4). 
(4) Update B= i?= 6 (unchanged in the first iteration), increase 
R= 2R= 12, then take the mid value R= (R+ K)/2 = (6 + 12)/2 = 9, and 
go to step (5): checking feasibility of R= 9 by Proposition 3. As done 
above, we find Q,(9) = [l:,(9), h:,(9)] n [L,(9), H,] = [3, 7.53 n 
C4.5, 93 = [4.5, 7.53 # 4, hence k = 9 is feasible for the 3-point problem 
(obviously, since k = 6 < 9 was feasible before, but we need the computa- 
tions to proceed any way). 
Now Q,(9) = [l:,(9), h:,(9)] n [L,(9), H3] needs to be computed using 
Proposition 2 and 3. First, i, = max{ Z:,(9), L,(9)} = max { 3, 4.5) = 4.5, 
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h,=min(hf,(9), HZ} =minj7.5, 9) = 7.5, then 1;7,(9)=gc [gz, 91(.x3) = 
g: [7.5,9](2) and h:,(9) =gi[lz, 91(x3) =gt[4.5,9](2). The ending values 
of the g functions are computed by Proposition 2. We illustrate it by 
computing gcC7.5, 9](2): we find V+ =23.8485, u =9.1515, .?(forc+)= 
2.8165, and 1 (for K)= 1.1835 (long formulas). The -? for u is within 
cxz = 1, xg = 21, hence l:,(9) = c- is the appropriate ending value. 
Similarly Proposition 2 gives h:,(9) = 13.5, since s = 4.5 = L,(9). By 
definition, L,(9) = 6.5, H, = 11.0. Therefore, Q,(9) = C9.1515, 13.51 n C6.5, 
1 I.01 = [6.5, 111 # 4, and k = 9 is feasible for the 4-point problem; i.e., for 
the entire problem. Thus we have computed the upper bound R for the 
problem, and we go to the next phase: decrease IR- KI, starting with 
R=9, K=6. 
(B) Decrease initial 1 K - KI to obtain&nal 1 K - iI(l < E. Since all the 
basic computing steps-(i) L;(k), Hi, (ii) Ifi(k), h’,,(k) via g,?_ ,[fiip,, k], 
gp-,[&-,, k], u+, v-, ,\l(v+), Z(v-)(u+, up, a(~‘), I, are analogous) 
of Proposition 2, and (iii) Q,(k) of Proposition 3-have been illustrated 
above, only the summary of the iterations is given in Table I. 
Let s=O.l, then at step (8), IR-ZJ] < E and we take k= (E+K)/2= 
(9 + 6)/2 = 7.5. This value is found to be feasible and the next value of k is 
6.75. The value of k decreases till k = 6.09375, when it is found to be 
infeasible in iteration 5, and we have I K- KI = I 6.1875 - 6.9375 1 d E = 0.1. 
Since (ln(s/I R- KI)/ln(.5)) = ln(.033333)/ln(.5) = 4.906; n = 5 (the smallest 
integer a4.906) iterations are guaranteed to obtain for us / R-- KI < 0.1. 
With some more iterations (not shown in Table I but as for all the 
examples in the next section), accuracy within If: E = 0.00001 is achieved. 
5.2. A Computer Implementation 
We implemented the algorithm using FORTRAN 77, and tested the 
program on an IBM3090, under CMS. The optimal solution k* was known 
geometrically for the smaller problems. For the larger problems, the given 
(or randomly generated) x, values and locations of the knots are used to 
compute the yi values (by integration) such that a specified value of k* is 
optimal. The CPU times for different size problems are given below. 
Problem size 
No. of points p 5 15 50 75 100 
CPU Sets. 1.6 2.15 4.40 5.9 7.8 
In all cases the algorithm determined k* within E = 0.00001 in 15 to 25 
iterations. For these problems, the computation times are small and appear 
to increase rather slowly (linearly or less); indicating that the algorithm is 
efficient and should be able to solve problems for large values of p. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A direct algorithm to get the minimal I/ ,f’“’ )I , of a convex quadratic 
spline which solves problem (1) has been presented. From initial results. 
computation times from a straight forward implementation look quite 
encouraging. Since the approach taken is based on (i) the properties of the 
underlying functions making up the optimal solutions (Proposition 1 ), and 
on the results (ii) which compute the extremal ending values (Proposi- 
tion 2), and (iii) which check the feasibility of a given value of 11 ff2’ /I I 
(Proposition 3); it should be applicable to other related problems; e.g., to 
repeating data and to general quadratic approximation without the con- 
vexity (concavity) constraint [22], or with additional constraints besides 
convexity. Clearly, another interesting question is the applicability of the 
approach more broadly-to problems of degrees higher than the second 
degree considered here. Some work in these directions is under way. 
The referee has pointed out an interesting connection between the 
optimal value k* of the problem with the convexity constraint discussed 
above and an unconstrained problem. If we replace the y, values of the 
constrained problem by shifted values: (2y, - xfk*/2) and solve this 
problem without the convexity constraint (by an appropriate algorithm), 
then F* = k*, where F* is the optimal solution of the unconstrained 
problem. Note, however, that this does not allow us to obtain the solution 
of the constrained problem by solving the unconstrained problem since 
computation of the shifted values of y;s requires k*. 
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